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Monte Carlo simulation of the drop formation has been carried out for one-component and binary
systems. A model of lattice liquid with vacancies was used. Activation energies for the interexchange
between the atoms and the vacancies were calculated after counting all the nearest neighbors of
both. The shapes of drops and wetting angles were studied for different interactions of atoms of
the main component and an added component with the substrate. An active added component
improves wetting but a very active component impedes spreading of liquid along the substrate.
Some solutions were obtained for the cases when crystallization of one component or dissolution of
the substrate took place. A crystal phase appearing on the substrate detains liquid spreading. A
partially dissolved substrate does not restore its shape after crystallization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of droplets including their spreading
along a substrate relates to many fundamental and ap-
plied problems [1]. Different computer simulation meth-
ods are used to describe these processes: the real-coded
lattice gas method as a kind of a particle-based fluid
model [2,3], a three-dimensional simulation for the lat-
tice Boltzmann model [4,5], atomistic simulations via
molecular dynamics method [6,7]. Each method is suit-
able for a certain length scale. For instance, mesoscopic
droplets with micron length scale were considered in in
[3,5]. Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations are used
for systems containing tens of thousands of atoms. Larg-
er systems (with the length scale of 0.01 microns) may be
studied by means of atomistic Monte Carlo simulations.

Nowadays kinetic modeling through Monte Carlo sim-
ulations is widely applied for different processes occur-
ring at the phase boundaries [8–10]. The traditional
method for the simulation of the crystal growth using a
model of lattice gas in an approximation “solid on solid”
was developed in [11–13]. Three-dimensional simulations
were used in the papers [14–16]. But there is no good
agreement between the results obtained within the lat-
tice gas model with experimental data concerning rough-
ening of the interface. The Monte Carlo simulation in
this case [17–19] gives very high values (in comparison
with experimental data) of dimensionless entropy of fu-
sion (∆S = ∆Hm/kT ∼= 4.8 for a simple cubic structure,
∆Hm is the melting heat, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is temperature) which corresponds to the roughening
transition (transition from faceted to rounded forms of
growth). The interface becomes too wide at small val-
ues of entropy, and two phases do not exist separately if
parameters of metals are used for simulations. The main
shortcoming of the lattice gas model is the way it attach-
es atoms to a crystal without the energy barrier [20].

The problem of modeling the drop formation, includ-

ing an interaction of atoms with a substrate is the prob-
lem of modeling a liquid first of all. The full understand-
ing of diffusion processes and flow mechanism in liquid
has not been achieved by now. Activation energies for
such processes are small enough (in comparison with such
values for the diffusion in solid): these are approximately
two times the heat of melting [21] or 12–17 per cent of
the heat of evaporation [22]. Therefore motions of atoms
occur frequently.

If several possible events may happen to an atom,
the probabilities corresponding to them should be de-
fined through the Boltzmann factor at Monte Carlo ki-
netic modeling. The time scaling, i.e. determination of
time step, associates usually with the smallest activa-
tion energy [12,13]. The time step will be small for liq-
uid (≤ 10−11s). The Monte Carlo method of modeling is
more suitable for the solid state for which energy barriers
are much larger. But it is advantageous because of the
fact that all energy parameters which are necessary for
calculating probabilities can be determined from tabular
and diagram data. In this paper we apply the model of
lattice liquid for studying the drop formation including
processes of wetting and crystallization.Our model differs
from the model of lattice gas in the following points: the
liquid contains vacancies that provide diffusion, atoms of
liquid have to overpass the energy barrier that depends
on their nearest surrounding in order to be attached to
a crystal.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

It is known that the shapes of small crystals grow-
ing from the melt are rounded or partly faceted; it de-
pends on the degree of kinetic roughening [18,19], i. e. the
frequency of jumps of atoms at the interface boundary.
The crystal–vapor interface is usually sharp. However, we
hoped that the drops of lattice liquid with a sufficient
number of vacancies will have large surface roughness
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and rounded forms. The mobility of atoms occurs by the
mechanism of their exchange with the vacancies in the
model of lattice liquid. We assume also that the process
of attaching an atom to a crystal is an activation process
and the energy barrier is a function of the number of its
nearest neighbor atoms in the liquid. Atoms relating to
the crystal phase will be referred to as “solid” atoms and
atoms of liquid — “liquid” atoms. “Solid” atoms are sur-
rounded only by “liquid” atoms, otherwise “liquid” atoms
which have only “solid” atoms as nearest neighbors can-
not exist in this state. A “liquid” atom which has “solid”
atoms as nearest neighbors may be attached to the crys-
tal cluster; after that it becomes “solid”. Single atoms are
“gas” atoms.

The initial form of drops was a cube, the same as in
[3]. Atoms were placed together with a small number of
vacancies on the sites of the vcc or fcc crystal lattice in a
part of cube vessel with ideal walls. The sites of the free
volume of the vessel were vacant. The planes (001) of
the crystal lattice were chosen parallel to the substrate.
We assumed that atoms placed near the substrate have 4
bonds with its atoms. We used usual three-dimensional
arrays, every three indices responded to a certain lattice
site. The integer value of an element of array (site[x, y, z])
indicates the presence of an atom at the given position
and gives its characteristics (if site[x, y, z]=0 this posi-
tion is vacant; if site[x, y, z]=1, a “liquid” atom of A-
component is placed in this position; if site[x, y, z]=2, a
“liquid” atom of B-component; and if it is 3, an atom
of the substrate; and, finally, if it is 5, a “solid” atom of
B-component is there).

Vacancies disturb the local order in atom arrangement,
and their motion near the interface (between the vol-
ume filled by atoms and exterior volume) causes kinetic
roughening. The interface formed in a course of the sim-
ulations becomes rounded. Besides that, the vacancy dif-
fusion leads to the equilibrium concentration of vacancies
in a condensed part of the system.

The average energy barrier is taken into consideration
in analytical theories of diffusion. But in reality atoms
may have a different surrounding. In our model the en-
ergy barrier for atom jumping into the vacant site de-
pends on the numbers of the nearest neighbor atoms in
old and new positions. It is comparatively small in the
case when this number does not change. But in the case
of this quantity decreasing the energy increases by the
magnitude of energy of the broken bonds (energy of evap-
oration per one bond is f1 = 2Hev/z, Hev is enthalpy
of evaporation, z is the coordination number). Proba-
bilities of such motions (with large energy barrier) are
small. Probabilities of detachment of atoms from a drop
surface are very small (several bonds must be broken).
“Gas” atoms appear if such events happen, they have z
neighbor vacant sites and jump into the randomly cho-
sen vacant site during each time step. If a “gas” atom
appears near other atoms, it will be joined to them in
this time step.

Several different events can happen to an atom in our
model, for example, a “liquid” atom can fill-in this or
another vacant site if they are placed near it or to be at-

tached to a crystal phase. The energy of interaction with
the neighbor atoms (and with a substrate for some atoms
under consideration) may be distinguished for different
new possible positions. We could not apply the economi-
cal scheme of simulations [23,24] (in this scheme in every
cycle an atom attaches to or detaches from the crystal)
which is applicable to events of one type only.

A time step τ was defined from the condition that the
most probable event will take place necessarily for this
time (probability equals 1) and probabilities of other pos-
sible events were calculated in relation to it. All atoms
were tested randomly with respect to all of the events
which can happen to them over time τ (till the first suc-
cess). This process was repeated and the real time was
known exactly.

The most probable event in our model for the case of
a pure liquid state is the surface migration of an atom
under the condition of the constant number of the near-
est neighbor atoms. We have chosen the energy barrier
fc for such a displacement less than 0.1 Hev) (as men-
tioned above, the middle activation barrier for diffusion
in liquid is roughly 0.15 Hev). Therefore τ may be found
from the relation

P(τ) = τν0 exp(−fc/kT) = 1 (1)

where ν0 is the frequency of atom oscillations. The sum
of probabilities to fill-in or not to fill-in will equal 1 for
any randomly chosen direction of atom motion and for
any surrounding.

Another equation in which the sum of two largest prob-
abilities equals 1 was used to determine τ if crystalliza-
tion was taken into consideration and events of different
kind (solid–liquid “transformation” of atoms or jumps in-
to vacancies) could happen (the third event, if nothing
has taken place, the sum of probabilities for three events
equals 1 in any case).

The probability of atom filling-in a vacancy was cal-
culated according to the relation

Pv = τν0 exp[(−fv(z1) − ∆u(∆z1))/kT], (2)

where fv(z1) is the energy barrier in the case when the
number z1 of the nearest neighbors does not change,
fv(z1) = fc + 0.2fc(z1 − 4) for z1 > 4 (if z1 ≤ 4, the
atom is the surface atom and activation energy for diffu-
sion is minimal in this case); ∆u(∆z1) = |∆z1)|f1 is the
energy of broken bonds in the case when z1 decreases
(fc = (0.15 ÷ 0.2)f1). Interaction of atoms with the sub-
strate is taken into account when calculating ∆u(z1) for
the first layer, the additional factor is exp(−bsnsf1/kT)
(ns is the number of bonds with the substrate ns = 4;
bs = 0 if there is no attraction or repulsion — the energy
of one bond with the substrate is equal to the energy
of the liquid–liquid bond Vll = f1. Full energy of inter-
action with the substrate is 4(1 + bs)f1); the change of
energy after a jump of an atom of A-component away
from the substrate is 4bAsf1. Thus, after choosing a ran-
dom direction for possible atom jumping it is necessary
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to count up the number of the nearest neighbors for its
new position.

Two procedures, simulating action of a surface tension
were used to stabilize the surface of liquid with gas (to
reduce its roughness). The first was for the correction of
sites with a negative curvature. We assumed that vacan-
cies may move with small energy activation (the factor
exp(−fv(z1)/kT ) only) if z1 is more than m (m = 9 for fcc
structure and m = 6 for the vcc lattice) and |∆z1| is less
than 3 (2 in the case of the vcc lattice). Therefore, the
vacancies may move from narrow cavities of the surface
into the liquid (equilibrium concentration of vacancies
becomes larger if this is the case). The second proce-
dure corrects protuberances of the surface. The surface
atom, which has more than 5 neighbor vacancies, may be
moved closer up to a crystal. Therefore, it has been at-
tached to the atom which had only one or two neighbor
vacancies if probability for energy barrier uP ≈ Hev/5
(this value has been chosen after the comparison of sev-
eral various solutions) allowed such a move. Two atoms
have been placed into one lattice site as a result (com-
paratively large black squares in Fig. 1) but they would
be separated at the next trial.

We assumed that crystal clusters might appear only
on the substrate. The probability of the formation of a
crystal cluster from three atoms was calculated as the
Boltzmann factor from the work of forming all solid–
liquid bonds (surface energy per one such bond is rough-
ly ϕ = ∆Hm/z, where ∆Hm is the melting heat of a
component which may crystallize) or as multiplication
of probabilities for two atoms to be attached to some
chosen atom. Both methods give close results because
kinetics of attachment and detachment of atoms defines
the distribution of clusters in sizes mainly and only a
very small amount of them may reach the size of a criti-
cal nucleus.

The probability for a chosen atom to be attached to a
crystal cluster was calculated according to

P+ = τν0 exp[(∆µ − 2n1αϕ − ∆Hm)/kT], (3)

where nl is the number of l–l “liquid–liquid” bonds of
the atom which may be attached; 2αϕ (α < 1) is the
energy barrier in the case only one “liquid” neighbor;
∆µ = ∆Hm(T0 − T)/T0 is the difference of chemical
potentials for the component which may crystallize; T0

is the equilibrium temperature (the melting point or liq-
uidus temperature in the case of binary melts). The en-
ergy barrier 2n1αϕ is necessary; otherwise two phases
(liquid and solid) do not exist separately for parameters
of metal (see above). The factor exp(−∆Hm/kT) is nec-
essary for dynamic equilibrium at the temperature T0.

The probability for an atom to be detached from a
crystal is

P− = τν0 exp[−2ns(1 + α)ϕ/kT], (4)

where ns is the number of s–s bonds (“solid”–“solid”) of
the atom which may be detached. The energy barrier is

2(1+α)ϕ per one s–s bond, it is the sum of difference in
energies of interaction |Vss −Vsl| ∼= 2ϕ and the addition-
al barrier 2αϕ. ProbabilitiesP + and P− must equal each
other at the temperatureT0(∆µ = 0) if ns = nl = z/2,
i.e. for atoms in positions at kink of a step. The fac-
tor exp(−∆Hm/kT) that appears in (3) was determined
from this condition.

In order to visualize the results of simulations, the im-
ages of different sections of the simulation box (usually
50× 50× 30 in units of lattice constant) were produced.
Such a lattice contains 150000 atom sites (in the case of
the vcc structure) and from 20000 to 40000 of atoms was
placed in the initial volume of drops. Calculations were
fulfilled until the shapes of drops become stable. Roughly
10000–15000 steps of time, i.e. 109 − 1010 Monte Carlo
cycles (trials) were needed for that.

Fig. 1 shows an example of drop section (one-
component liquid). The light grey band from above indi-
cates the substrate. There are dark grey squares under it;
they indicate “solid” atoms. Crystal clusters at equilibri-
um conditions fill the first layer because it was assumed
that the substrate could not be dissolved. But the next
layer (second from above) is filled only partly; a dynamic
equilibrium of crystal and liquid phases takes place.

Fig. 1. The example of a drop section fcc structure (Cu,
Tm = 1356 K), tbs = 0, tfc = 0.5∆Hm, uP = f1.

Contact angles were measured at the middle sections
(perpendicular to the substrate) of drops; their depen-
dencies on energy of the interaction with the substrate
were determined.

Simulations have been carried out for parameters that
respond to liquid Cu (fcc structure) or Fe (vcc structure)
near the melting point (Tm) and for binary melts: hy-
pothetical alloys A–B with 20 atom % of B-component
(A-component is Fe or Cu) and the Cu–Ni alloy (30 atom
% Ni) near the equilibrium temperature of liquidus. The
choice of systems is such because copper and iron are
often used as basic components of alloys for joining or
welding. The energies of interactions of different atoms
in a liquid solution were taken as in an ideal solution,
VllAB

= 0.5(VllAA
+ VllBB

) for the Cu–Ni alloy and
VllAB

= VllAA
= f1 for the hypothetical alloys; it was

assumed for the interaction of “liquid” atoms with crystal
nuclei that VlsAB

= VllAB
.
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III. RESULTS

Forming of droplets of pure liquids (Fe and Cu) was
studied for the cases of different interaction of atoms
with the substrate (different values of factor bs). Fig. 2
shows drop sections. The real time which is necessary to
reach an equilibrium form of drops (fluctuations of drops‘
shapes take place all the time) is roughly 10−8 − 10−7s
(the outcome of multiplying the number of trials of ev-
ery atom and the time step τ) for majority of cases here
and below. The distinctions in the forms shown in Fig. 2
are connected with the magnitude of the parameter bs.
Atoms may move along the surface of a substrate and
come off from it (to evaporate), if this parameter is small.

Fig. 2. Droplets of pure melts. (a), (b) — ∆Hm/kT0 = 0.98
(Cu), T = T0 = 1356 K, Hev/k = 36650 K, up = f1,
fc = 0.17f1 , bs = 0.2 for (a) and −0.08 for (b); (c), (d) —
∆Hm/kT0 = 1.03 (Fe), T = T0 = 1808 K, Hev/k = 40000 K,
up = f1, fc = 0.2f1

The evaporation of atoms detains the spreading of
drops in the case of the vcc structure (Fe), the spreading
is practically absent if bs < 0.05 (Fig. 2,d). Atoms evapo-
rate from the substrate (at small bs) because they do not
have the nearest neighbors in the atom layer and cannot
jump directly into the neighbor places on the substrate
in the case of the vcc structure. But single atoms become
motionless on the substrate at the significant values of
bs (bs > 0.2).

In the case of the fcc structure (Cu), atoms have four
bonds with the substrate and may have four nearest
neighbor atoms in the layer. There is a much smaller
quantity of “gas” atoms in the case of the fcc structure of
liquid (Fig. 2,a and b). Thus, drops spread much better.
The wetting is absent at the negative values of parameter
bs (Fig. 2,b).

Fig. 3. Wetting angles (Θ) plotted against values of the
parameter bs, 1, 3 — vcc structure (Fe); 2, 4 — fcc struc-
ture (Cu); 3, 4 — with adding a surface active B-component
(20%); 3 — bBs = 0.1; 4 — bBs = 0.2.

Wetting angles plotted against the values of parameter
bs are shown in Fig. 3. These are evaluated automatically
when we drew a line on the image of the droplet section
by a cursor (see Fig. 2,b). The angles were measured
for stationary forms, but fluctuations of drop shapes im-
pede measurements. Each point on graphics is average
from ten measurements at least; error bars on the con-
tact angles is 4 ÷ 7◦. As it follows from the data ob-
tained, complete wetting occurs as a result of a slight
enhancement of the liquid-substrate interaction (slight
increasing of the parameter bs: bs

∼= 0.08 for the vcc
structure and bs

∼= 0.16 in the case of the fcc structure).
The same interaction as in liquid gives angles near 90◦.
Certain negative magnitudes of bs are necessary to reach
full non-wetting (see curves 1 and 2).

Fig. 4 shows drops of binary liquids (A-component is
Cu or Fe) at different interactions of components with
the substrate. The surface-active B-component may im-
prove wetting (see curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 3). Wetting
takes place also in the case of weak “repulsion” (bs < 0)
of the main A-component from the substrate (Fig. 4,a).
But very active B-component may stop the spreading of
small drops (Fig. 4,b) because jumps of B-atoms along
substrates become improbable and they hinder jumps of
A-atoms. Drops are spreading more quickly (the time of
approaching the stable shapes of drops is much less) if
the second component is moderately active (Fig. 4,c).

Fig. 4. Sections of drops of binary melts (20% of
B-component), (a) — fcc structure, T0 = 1150 K; (b) and
(c) — vcc structure, T0 = 1550 K; for (a), (b) and (c)
bAs = −0.08, 0.05, 0.05; for (a) and (b) bBs = 0.2; for (c)
bBs = 0.1.

The sections of drops in which the second B-
component (Ni) is crystallizing or dissolving are shown
in Fig. 5 (hypothetical Cu–Ni alloy without solubility in
solid). Crystallization hinders the spread of a drop at the
beginning (Fig. 5,a). But the drop can spread later, when
B-atoms are in compact crystals mainly (Fig. 5,b).

Fig. 5,d–f shows dissolution and growth of the sub-
strate that is the crystal of B-component (initial section
is shown in Fig. 5,c). At the beginning the binary melt
was superheated to 100 K higher than the equilibrium
temperature (the liquidus temperature) (T0 = 1500 K,
T = 1400 K); then, after a partial dissolution of the
substrate, the melt was supercooled to 100 K below the
equilibrium temperature(T = 1400 K). The drop spreads
much better when dissolution takes place because new
“liquid” atoms of B-component, which appear as a result
of the dissolution, keep the atoms of A-component from
evaporation.
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Fig. 5. Crystallization of B-component (a), (b), (f) and
dissolution of the substrate (d) and (e), Cu–Ni alloy (30 atom
% Ni, T0 = 1500 K, ∆T = T0 − T = 100 K or -100 K),
substrate is Ni. (∆Hm/kTm = 1.24, Hev/k = 45800 K).
A-component from evaporation.

It is interesting that liquid of A-component is kept
above the surface of the substrate when B-component
crystallization is practically finished, and the substrate
is not restored in it previous form in the region of spread-
ing of the drop (Fig. 5,f).

IV. CONCLUSION

A model of lattice liquid is developed for simulating
formation of very small drops. Despite some shortcom-
ings of our model (rather high concentration of vacancies

is necessary to decrease the influence of crystal lattice
and the atoms of “gas” move randomly even if they do
not collide with each other) the results obtained are quite
interesting. The simulations provide some visualization
of the processes that take place on a atomic scale. It is
demonstrated how the energy parameters influence the
wetting of the substrate and spreading of a liquid. Com-
plete wetting occurs as a result of a slight enhancement
of the liquid-substrate interaction (parameter bs char-
acterizing the additional interaction is small enough for
the complete wetting: bs = 0.08 for the vcc structure
or 0.16 for the fcc structure). An added active compo-
nent improves wetting but in the case of a very active
component, for which the interaction with the substrate
is strong enough, the liquid does not spread along the
substrate.

The concentration of atoms in “gas” phase near the
substrate is high when the interaction with it is weak.
Some evaporation of a liquid film at the substrate may
influence the process of wetting.

Crystallization of the second component may delay
the spreading of drops. The dissolution of the substrate
positively influences the spreading of drops. There are
changes of surface of the substrate if it was partially dis-
solved under superheated droplets of binary liquids and
then the crystallization of one component took place.
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МОДЕЛЮВАННЯ ФОРМОУТВОРЕННЯ ДУЖЕ МАЛИХ КРАПЕЛЬ

ЗА МЕТОДОМ МОНТЕ-КАРЛО

А. М. Овруцький, А. О. Рожко, З. Ю. Челбаєвський
Фiзичний факультет, Днiпропетровський нацiональний унiверситет,

Днiпропетровськ, 49050, Україна

Моделювання формоутворення крапель за методом Монте-Карло виконане для однокомпонентних та

бiнарних систем. Використано модель ґраткової рiдини. Розрахунок енерґiй активацiї для обмiну атомiв

мiсцями з вакансiями проведено пiсля визначення найближчого оточення обраного атома й вакансiї. Форми

крапель та кути змочування були вивченi для рiзної взаємодiї атомiв основного компонента та атомiв до-

даного компонента з пiдкладкою. Активний доданий компонент полiпшує змочування, але дуже активний

компонент заважає розтiканню рiдини по пiдкладцi. Декiлька розв’язкiв отримано для випадкiв, коли вiдбу-

валася кристалiзацiя одного з компонентiв або розчинення пiдкладки. Кристалiчна фаза, що з’являється на

пiдкладцi, затримує розтiкання рiдини. Пiдкладка, яка була частково розчинена, не вiдновлює своєї форми

пiсля кристалiзацiї.
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